Abstract. We present the top{down design of a new system which performs automatic parallelization of numerical Fortran 77 or C source programs for execution on distributed{memory message { passing multiprocessors such as e.g. the INTEL iPSC860 or the TMC CM{5. The key idea is a high{level pattern{matching approach which in some useful way permits partial restructuring of a wide class of numerical programs. With only a few hundred patterns, we will be able to completely match many important numerical algorithms. Together with mathematical background knowledge and parallel compiler engineering experience, this opens access to a new potential for automatic parallelization that has never been exploited before.
Introduction and Overview
Current distributed memory multiprocessers are hard to program, and predicting the performance of a nontrivial parallel program is not easy either. Thus it is a natural consequence to leave as much as possible of this tedious work to an optimizing parallelizing compiler. The programmer wants to feed in just the sequential program and get out optimized parallel code.
Today, truly automatic parallelization is yet a dream (and some people believe it will remain so forever). Currently, research concentrates more on parallel programming languages for distributed memory systems (such as e.g. Fortran{D ( HKT91] ) or Vienna Fortran ( CMZ92])) than on parallelizing compilers.
The state of the art in both parallelizing compilers and compilers for parallel programming languages for distributed memory multiprocessors is semiautomatic parallelization: The programmer supplies the compiler with array distribution speci cations (e.g. in the form of directives, as in Fortran-D), and the job of the compiler is to insert masks and communication statements according to this speci cation. This enables the programmer to write his code in the single{ program{multiple{data programming paradigm which is well suited for scienti c (numeric) applications. However, the e ciency of the generated parallel code is heavily dependent on the chosen data distribution. ? This user interaction seems inevitable since the problem of determining optimal array distributions is a hard one, and only the user seems to possess sucient knowledge of his program in order to decide which distributions to choose to maintain parallel program e ciency.
However, for large application programs with lots of arrays and complex distribution relations between them, this becomes impracticable because the user cannot solve this optimization problem either. Moreover, detailed knowledge of the target machine must be available at this step, and di erent parts of the application program may require di erent data partitioning schemes to perform e ciently. Where may redistribution be useful, and where not? Furthermore, the quality of a given data distribution is also dependent on the underlying hardware. Changing the hardware platform means repeating the whole parallelization procedure.
Recently some research has been done on automatic derivation of data distribution ( KLS90, GB90, LC90, Who91, KK91]), but we are missing a really automatic approach which leaves no partial work to the programmer any more and requires no user interaction.
Some recent research has recommended to apply pattern matching on a quite low level to facilitate parallelization and optimizations ( GB90, PP91, CHZ91a, CHZ91b]). We claim that pattern matching can be usefully applied to entire programs as the core of an automatic parallelization system.
How can pattern recognition techniques be motivated? In order to answer this question, we have examined lots of numerical application algorithms that are typically run on distributed memory multiprocessors, e.g. the algorithms considered in M ul89] or the algorithms occurring in a parallel numerics course Lou92]. These algorithms contain basic linear algebra subroutines (see also LHKK79, DDHH88]), direct solvers for linear equation systems (such as Gaussian Elimination, LU, QR or Cholesky decomposition), Simplex, iterative linear equation solvers (such as Jacobi, Gau {Seidel, JOR, SOR and Conjugate{Gradient solver), xpoint iterations (e.g. square{rooting a matrix), grid relaxations (used e.g. for numerical solution of di erential equations), interpolation problems, numerical integration and di erentiation, and multigrid algorithms.
We observed that these numerical algorithms are made up of only a few (around 100) characteristic programming schemes (called patterns) such as e.g. vector and matrix operations, simple recurrences, relaxation operations or simple reduction operations. We describe these patterns in more detail in section 3.
We claim that these few patterns cover a broad range of numerical application codes that are actually run on distributed{memory multiprocessors. We exemplify this in section 3 by examining the source codes of actual application programs.
Faced with these real{world codes, the pattern matcher must be robust against semantics preserving code transformations, in order to maintain acceptability. In general, there are several di erent implementations (called templates) of the same pattern which is, in some way, a normal form of all its templates. The job of pattern matching is to compare a given piece of the source program with the templates, to choose the corresponding pattern and to replace this program piece by an instance of that pattern. We will describe our pattern matching algorithm in detail in section 4.
Once this pattern matching tool performs well, the rest is quite simple: locally nd out what the programmer's intention was, and then select well{suited and highly optimized target code for this piece of the application. If necessary, these code pieces must be connected by appropriate redistribution operations.
The remaining sections describe the other components of our parallelization system called PARAMAT (\PARallelize Automatically by pattern MATching") that use the pattern matcher's output in order to generate e cient parallel code.
Preprocessing the Source Code
It is very important that the program is rather explicit when it is submitted to automatic parallelization by pattern matching. Beyond a sophisticated dependence analysis, the following transformations 3 should be carried out in order to facilitate pattern matching: procedure inlining 4 constant propagation induction variable recognition (substitution, if possible) temporary variable recognition (substitution or temporary scalar expansion) dead code elimination conversion of GOTO's into if{then{else or while statements, where possible loop distribution Furthermore we disallow constructs causing run{time dependencies which cannot be recognized by the prototype version of PARAMAT. This especially concerns index vectors, so programs containing indirect array references will be rejected just at the beginning. For these cases, dynamic techniques must be applied (see e.g. SCMB90] ). In this work we restrict ourselves to static parallelization.
3 Which Patterns are Supported? Now, let us describe which patterns should be included into the pattern library of PARAMAT. On the one hand, we want to cover a very high percentage of numerical programs, on the other hand we must not use too many patterns, leading to inacceptable compile times.
Of course we cannot go beyond a certain level | one single pattern for a whole application program of several hundred lines would be nonsense. If a piece of program is too exotic and occurs very seldom, then it is not worth becoming a pattern. Thus the philosophy is to have as many patterns as necessary, and as few as possible.
The basic algorithms considered in M ul89] and Lou92] suggest that a rather small number of patterns will su ce to cover large parts | especially the time{ critical ones | of real application programs. In order to exemplify this assumption, we took a closer look to some real{world codes (after being normalized by the transformations described in the last section):
the Faced with these codes, we created appropriate patterns, subpatterns and templates while carefully making the patterns robust against many possible semantics{preserving code modi cations. The result of this research, the current version of the Basic PARAMAT Library, unfortunately cannot presented here for lack of space, but it is listed in Ke 93] . A brief summary of the patterns is given in Tab. 1. Some ideas for the e cient distributed{memory parallel implementation of all the patterns occurring in these algorithms are summarized in M ul89].
As one can see from Tab. 1, the number of low{level patterns (statement level) is rather limited; so is the number of medium{level patterns (loop level, e.g. vector instructions). The number of medium{level patterns can additionally be restricted by maintaining loop normal forms generated by loop distribution; we will discuss this following the example of section 4.4. The most critical point is how many high{level patterns (and which) to include in the library; they are often too speci c to include them into the Basic Library. This question will later be alleviated by introducing a modular concept where the pattern library may be individually composed from the basic and other more speci c sub{libraries in a hierarchically organized database.
With the current version of the Basic Pattern Library | containing only 100 patterns | we are able to cover completely (and thus, to parallelize automatically) a lot of the basic numerical codes from M ul89] and Lou92], e.g. Gaussian Elimination (with pivoting), LU decomposition, Simplex, Jacobi relaxation, Gau {Seidel relaxation, JOR, SOR and CG, iteratively square{rooting a matrix, and others. The results for the Livermore Loops are given in Tab. 2. We obtained similar results for the other application codes listed above. 2. horizontal edges: these edges establish a partial execution order among several child nodes of the same parent node; they are caused by data dependency. If there might exist a loop{independent 6 data dependence from a statement S 1 to another statement S 2 , then a horizontal edge e must be drawn in the following way: Let v be the lowest common vertical successor of both S 1 and S 2 , and let u 1 ; u 2 be direct vertical predecessors ('son statements') of v such that u 1 is a vertical successor of S 1 (but not of S 2 ) and u 2 is a vertical successor of S 2 (but not of S 1 ), see the gure below: We do not consider loop{carried dependences here because all patterns provided so far allow dependence cycles only from a statement to itself. This is su cient for most applications if we have applied the restructuring transformations listed in section 2 before.
Then the horizontal edge e must be drawn from u 1 to u 2 , implying a partial execution order on the son statements of v. Note that S 1 may be equal to u 1 and S 2 equal to u 2 . If S 1 = S 2 then there is no edge necessary, of course. If it is not clear at compile time which of several statements is the source of a dependence, then all of them are to be connected with the target node by the way just described. The order among these possible source nodes must be maintained by inserting horizontal edges following the textual order of the statements in the source program. Thus the vertical edges form a tree while the horizontal edges form a directed acyclic graph on each control hierarchy level. For an example, see section 4.4.
The horizontal edges may be extremely useful when trying to recognize patterns from subpatterns which are textually separated by other pieces of code not a ecting the relations between these subpatterns.
Pattern Hierarchy Graph
The Pattern Hierarchy Graph (PHG) consists of all possible prede ned patterns as its nodes. There is a directed edge from one pattern p 1 to another pattern p 2 if p 1 may occur as a subpattern of p 2 (see Fig. 1 for an example). Thus the PHG is acyclic.
Each pattern has an order number which indicates how many loop nests it contains. Thus an edge from p 1 to p 2 in the PHG implies that order(p 1 ) order(p 2 ).
The PHG is called complete for a pattern p if it contains p and all possible subpatterns p i of p and is complete for all p i .
Usually, a pattern has only a few predecessors and a few successors in the PHG. The pattern matching algorithm only needs to inspect the PHG successor's templates of an already matched pattern p when looking for a possible pattern containing p as a subpattern. That results in a large increase in matching speed compared with simple testing of all prede ned templates.
The Matching Algorithm
The matching algorithm descends the syntax tree as follows: The function exprdescend() traverses the expression trees in a similar way. This pattern matcher is similar to other bottom{up pattern matching algorithms such as used in automatically generated code generators, e.g. BURG ( FHP92] ). These systems automatically 7 generate a tree automaton whose state table corresponds to our PHG. Unfortunately, all automatic systems work only on (syntax) trees; this disables matching along horizontal edges as required here. Another advantage of our simple pattern matcher is that it can locally deviate from the general scheme to save patterns and matching time, such as we did for matching di erence stars (see Ke 93]).
A simple example
Let us start with a simple example. Matrix multiplication is well suited for this purpose since it is not so trivial but is not made up of too many subpatterns so that its pattern hierarchy graph (Fig. 1) remains quite handy.
Suppose the programmer has coded a matrix multiplication in the following way: 7 This would make the pattern speci cation easier if there were many intermediate patterns which only propagate information upwards and never occur in a nal matched program. But this does not really occur in our case. corresponding to S1 will be replaced by the pattern instance SINIT (0) (c; i; j; 0:0) since this is the leftmost leaf of the syntax tree (determined by the horizontal edge caused by the data ow dependence from S1 to S2).
Pursuing this back towards the root, the do j loop around S1 will be matched with the SINIT (0) node, resulting in a new pattern instance VINIT (1) (c(i; ); j; m; 0:0) (vector initialization).
Then the algorithm descends further towards S2, replaces the assignment statement leaf corresponding to S2 by a pattern instance AADDMUL (0) (c(i; j); a(i; k); b(k; j)) (accumulatively adding products) and, following the suitable edge in the PHG, merges this with the do k loop giving the instance SSPO We remark that in this small example, no loop distribution had been applied before. This did not matter since the PHG covers all sensible codings of matrix multiplication, with and without loops being distributed, at the expense of a few more patterns and edges in the PHG. In general, we will have to test whether it is more useful to put more intelligence into the PHG (and thus, perhaps, wasting some space and (compile) time), or to rely on non{failing basic transformations such as loop distribution.
A Parallel Algorithm for each Pattern
For each prede ned pattern there exists a suitable parallel algorithm implementing this pattern, parameterized by the problem size (e.g. matrix extents) and, if necessary, also by the data partitionings for the arrays involved in this pattern.
A major bene t of this technique is that once the pattern is recognized, the best possible algorithm for this pattern will be chosen. If e.g. the programmer has implemented a Gau {Seidel relaxation in a wave{front manner, the system should choose another implementation which is better suited for e cient parallelization, e.g. a red{black scheme (which has the same convergence property as the wavefront scheme) or to replace it by the double number of Jacobi{ or Gau {Seidel{Jacobi hybrid iterations 8 . Another occasion for algorithm replacement are simple linear recurrences. Consider for instance the following piece of code:
The latter replacements should be a priori allowed by the user. We expect that the average user does not want to compare Gau {Seidel with Jacobi but to get the actually fastest parallel implementation | independent of a particular relaxation coding. Independent of the data partitioning, this code is doomed to sequential execution due to the loop{carried data dependence on array X. Once recognized as an instance of the FOLR pattern (First Order Linear Recurrence), this piece of code will be replaced by recursive doubling techniques 9 described in KS73]. For a lot of patterns, the programming environment supplies highly optimized parallel algorithms, e.g. for VSUM (global summation of vector elements). In these cases the parallel algorithm simply consists of a runtime library call.
For each parallel implementation of a pattern (located in a large algorithm library) there is an assigned cost function which is also parameterized by problem size and array partitionings. This function models the run time behaviour of the algorithm under consideration. Section 7 explains how it is determined.
Alignment and Partitioning
The problem of array partitioning consists of two steps. First, it must be determined how arrays should be aligned with each other, i.e. which elements of di erent arrays should be mapped together to the same (virtual) processor (if possible) to minimize interprocessor communication. The alignment preferences are induced by the array references occurring in the source program. Second, the array elements must be distributed, i.e. actually mapped to a concrete processing element of the (physical) target machine. At this stage, aligned array sections can be handled as an entity.
For alignment and partitioning issues, we will use well{known techniques introduced by Li and Chen ( LC90]), Knobe et al. ( KLS90, KN90] ) or Wholey ( Who91] ). The cost estimate functions in these approaches will be replaced by our own cost functions being described in the next section.
The problem of determining optimal data alignment and distribution is well{ known to be NP{complete (cf. LC90]), thus automatic partitioning may take exponential time in the worst case. That is why we intend to limit the number of distribution alternatives severely 10 . Furthermore, we limit the number of partitionable array dimensions to 2. Together with the simpli cation of the source program by pattern matching, these restrictions enable the application of a branch{and{bound search for the optimal distribution, as done in Hay93].
For each pattern there generally exists one locally optimal data distribution scheme. E.g. for matrix multiplication C = A B, matrix A should be distributed by row and matrix B should be distributed by column, and furthermore, 9 The optimal number of recursive doubling steps depends on the number of iterations and on the message startup time of the target machine. For small problem sizes, sequential execution will be faster.
10
In fact we will only allow the following ve possibilities (for two-dimensional arrays): row-/column-/block-contiguous and row-or column{cyclic (cf. e.g. GB90] ). For all the applications considered so far these are enough to supply good distributions.
C should be aligned with either A or B. PARAMAT provides a default recommendation for alignment and one for array distribution for each pattern
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. If these recommendations cause an alignment or distribution con ict throughout the program (and they will usually do), the given recommendations will be the rst choices when searching for the optimal data distribution. Some recommendation examples are summarized in Tab. 3. The points between the pattern instances in the nal matched program representation are natural places for possible redistribution of arrays. In KK91] an interesting method for (static) redistribution has been presented; we will include it into the PARAMAT system with small modi cations. The details will be given in a later paper. In reality, however, it seems that these estimations very rarely meet the actual run time since a parallel computer such as the INTEL iPSC860 behaves as a chaotic system, its performance heavily depending on the actual network tra c, which, in turn, depends on the algorithm under consideration. This problem has been adressed in BFKK91]. There performance estimation is based on benchmarking of simple communication patterns and propagating this information 'up' through the program's syntax tree.
Our parallelizer will be able to inspect precomputed tables of really measured run times for all patterns (especially, the high{level patterns!), as indicated above. We expect the accuracy of performance prediction being substantially improved by this method.
Implementation and Future Extensions
The overall PARAMAT system is outlined in Fig. 2 . Note that the time{con-suming work concerning parallel algorithm development (either optimized SPMD routines or just operating system calls like GLOBALSUM) and benchmarking their run times for all possible array distributions has not to be performed at compile time but at an earlier stage (at compiler generation time). We intend to develop an automatic benchmarking tool that does this tedious job for us.
Furthermore it will be useful to arrange the Pattern Library as a hierarchical collection of modules which may be individually composed for the special application area.
Up to now, the pattern recognizer and the PARAMAT Basic Pattern Library have been implemented. The results for the Livermore Loops and for the CG solver (cf. Tab. 2, Lou92]) have been con rmed by the implementation. Currently, the functionality of our pattern recognition tool already exceeds the features presented in this paper (e.g., the pattern recognizer is able to perform loop re-rolling, loop unblocking and similar operations). More details can be found in Ke 94] and Ke 93].
Conclusions
We have outlined the PARAMAT system which performs automatic parallelization of a restricted but quite important class of numerical programs. Local parallelization is done by pattern matching and algorithm replacement. The pattern matching algorithm with the hierarchical pattern base described above is robust enough to perform its job well. Pattern matching simpli es the program graph and thus alleviates global optimizations such as determining optimal array alignment and partitioning. Pattern matching enables optimal use of the highly optimized operating system routines supplied with the hardware environment. It also supports better performance prediction accuracy by benchmarking higher{ level patterns. Beyond automatic parallelization, pattern matching may be of great use at reengineering sequential dusty{deck codes for porting them to other languages or target machines.
The PARAMAT system is limited in some ways. First, it is unable to process all source programs. This is taken into account to obtain a really automatic parallelizing compiler without any interaction or directives supplied by the user at compile time. Second, the search space for possible array distributions has to be severely restricted to maintain acceptable compile time. In general, heuristics will have to be applied.
A prototype of PARAMAT is currently being implemented at Saarbr ucken university. The rst target machine will be the Intel iPSC860. The Pattern recognition tool and the Basic Pattern Library are already implemented. 
